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Abstract : T his book compiled by Miss Brown of the Commonwealth Bureau
and Field Crops should be read by every agronomist. T he subject matter de
does with methodology should have a wide appeal for biologists generally. T
monograph is well illustrated, many of the photographs being of really excel
T echniques of grassland measurement are reviewed as they concern the w
variety of environmental conditions including the various range lands of the
sub-tropics, but chiefly those in more temperate zones. T he book contains d

numerous methods that have been found useful for botanical analysis, for m
yields and utilization applicable, in the aggregate, to all sorts of grassland, fro
intensive to extensive use of land.
Many of the chapters will appeal to progressive farmers and pastoralists; for
chapter 16 which deals with pasture recording should be studied and the fin
well be acted upon by progressive men in Britain and other countries. T he c
and 15) concerning the animal and its production at pasture are excellent, alt
places the author tends to go into too much detail, almost to the point of bei
unnecessarily repetitive. T he chapter on the T heory of Sampling, contribute
Jolly, offers a well-reasoned theme, but there is one statement in it upon wh
reviewer must comment. Methods of sampling are discussed and here the a
(page 16) " In a pasture where the vegetation is highly variable ... it may be a
work with quite a small unit, otherwise an undesirable amount of material ma
be sampled to give the required degree of accuracy. An extreme case of thi
be the sampling of an area of grassland mainly occupied by two species whi
occur in large areas of say half an acre occupied almost solely by one specie
considerable increase in accuracy would be achieved by halving the size of t
unit and doubling the number of units [quadrats ]. . .". T he pasture agronomi
quarrel with this approach because the biologist ought first to define the lim
associations and then take his measurements within each. Quite clearly in th
quoted there are two well-defined associations and it is both biologically and
statistically unsound to examine them other than as two separate pasture u
reviewer never tyres of asserting to his fellow agronomists that they must t
statistics-like fire or water, statistical treatment is an excellent, even indispen
servant but an awfully bad master.
T his monograph by Miss Brown is the outcome of long sustained study of th
and she is to be congratulated on a task well done. It is by no means easy to
with the very rapidly expanding literature in the field of grassland and anima
Possibly for that very reason the book does not give adequate cover to wor
upon since 1949. One other aspect not dealt with at all (or given but the brie
is that of grassland surveys. Such surveys as have been carried out in variou
world, including Britain, New Zealand, Australia, N. Rhodesia, Kenya and Holla
provided valuable basic data, but the techniques of mapping and the field pr
differ widely from place to place. It is to be hoped that Miss Brown will add a
dealing with this subject when comes the time (as surely it soon must) to pro
second edition.-WILLIAM DAVIES.
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